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On Feb. 11, leaders of Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Suriname and Guyana
met in Manaus (Brazil) and endorsed sustainable development of the Amazon region. According
to a joint statement, advanced industrialized nations are responsible for the damage already done
to the region's environment, "and therefore they should not try to impose ecological controls on
developing nations." The document defines the common position the eight governments intend
to adopt at a global UN conference on development and environment scheduled for June this year
in Rio de Janeiro. According to statement, "The economic and social development of our countries
can only be achieved through the conservation and protection of the environment and through
the sustainable use of natural resources." Next, current international production, consumption
and distribution patterns are to blame for the environmental problems plaguing developing
countries "particularly the deterioration of ecosystems and the poverty to which most human beings
have been condemned." In an interview with the Associated Press, Venezuelan Foreign Minister
Armando Duran (representing President Carlos Andres Perez at the meeting) said, "We have the
right to exploit these resources and we are responsible enough to use them without destroying
the environment...[However], we have neither the money nor the technology. We continue using
production and consumption patterns used by the industrialized countries throughout their history
and which have led to the destruction of the environment." According to Duran, while widespread
poverty continues to exist, any serious effort to preserve the environment is not viable. He said,
"Poverty forces the poor to destroy the environment. It would be absurd to think that someone who
is dying of hunger will think about protecting the environment before satisfying basic needs." (Basic
data from Agence France-Presse, 02/10/92; Associated Press, 02/11/92)
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